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About This Content

Max realises that changing the past can lead to painful consequences and that time is not a great healer. Her investigation into
the disappearance of Rachel Amber begins to reach a thrilling conclusion as she finds the Dark Room. Will the answers lie

within? Or will there just be trouble?

Life Is Strange: Dark Room is part Four of a five part series that sets out to revolutionise story based choice and consequence
games.

Features

A beautifully written modern adventure game

Rewind time to change the course of events

Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

Striking, hand-painted visuals

Distinct, licensed indie soundtrack
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Title: Life is Strange - Episode 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
DONTNOD ENTERTAINMENT, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Life is Strange
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM (not recommended for Intel HD Graphics cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Extremely punishing but strangely addictive.. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch and can confirm it works. So this is
not the worst party mini-game collection out there. The sheer quantity of games ensures you'll at least enjoy 1 or 2 of them. But
the overall quality is just not very good. Several of the mini-games are just waves shooters that play almost exactly identically.
And it was very rough navigating the UI, I had to click on options several times to get them to function properly.

There are some new game types that I had never played before. The Stream picker is something original I had not seen before in
VR and it was very challenging (although not really fun). There were some twists on game types that made them seem new like
the Explosives Range, which was probably the most fun mini-game. Even the Safehouse was a twist on the normal ol' wave
shooter (and was the most fun wave shooter in the collection).

If the mini-games were more fun I could forgive the poor graphics, sounds, and enemy UI. I think the poor hit detection on the
flying bottle game just left a sour taste in my mouth. I don't think I would invite friends over to play this party mini-game
collection. So it's a close call, but I can't recommend this game.

Sale Price Rating 4.5\/10 ... I would recommend this at $1.99 but expect a little more for $3.99, especially with the Rec Room
being free and all and being much better or the Lab even.. These missions are completely standalone and by virture they are a
complete turning away from the original game. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME.
They as linear scripted of a nightmare as you can get. The level design is HORRIFIC. It just sucks really bad. There is literally
always one way to go and sometimes finding that way is a chore.
Voice of Freedom is so short linear in subway tunnels. It just cuts out when you rescue a guy.
Aftermath is REALLY bad level design.
Beyond Walls is lame as well.
I got them on sale it is wasnt worth it. Stick to the coop stuff or Far Cry 4 or Far Cry 5 if you want something new.. Look I'm
gonna be honest - I grew up with this game so I have got a big ol' pair of nostalgia goggles on right now. But ZGI is one of the
funniest \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' adventure games I have ever played, and I love it so, so much.

The basic plot is that you're a magical vacuum cleaner salesperson trying to overthrow a facist dictator. And, uh, yeah. The game
is every bit as 90's as it sounds.

It's got outdated CGI. It's got goofy FMV segments and actors. There are ridiculous game overs, such as getting yourself killed
by accidentally turning yourself into a paperweight and teleporting to New Jersey. There's a spell that exists for the sole purpose
of turning purple things invisible. And there's a good chance you'll get stuck on a puzzle because you didn't realize the object
you needed was on the floor of a room you spent two seconds in.

All that stuff is part of the charm for me. It's like the video game equivalent of a b-movie.

But if you prefer adventure games with a less-weird art style, a more obvious sense of direction, or no game-overs you might
wanna pick up something more modern or LucasArts-y.

(Also - this Steam version is functionally identical to the GOG version. It's been patched so that the screen pans at a normal
speed, and not at the whiplash inducing pace of the CD version.). OK Ping pong simulator. Not sure why the whole voxel thing
is used for the arena and menus; it's pretty jarring in VR.

Overall, nothing to write home about, and definititely not for $10. (I received this game in a bundle).. THIS GAME HAS
GOOD GRAPHICS. HOWEVER THE GAME IS SHORT. YOU PLAY A SHORT STORY LINE AND THATS IT. NOT
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WORTH THE 20.00 I PAID.. Simply great
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It's a fun game and I enjoyed myself for about 3 hours according to steam. I really feel this is more of a smartphone/tablet
game. However, that doesn't really detract from it's fun. Great buy if on sale!. If you like these old school scrolling shooters like
Darius check this out, very few cheep deaths, lots of weapons to choose from, lots of replay value, very fun.. this game is rly
frustrating to play because u cant see the projectiles from enemies at the beginig. They are small and they blend with the
background so it makes the game imposible in mine opinion. very frustrating game but a great play for a few min game :D
. Meticulous attention to detail in some of the most extraordinary graphics I've seen in VR. And objects almost appear to have
weight. Cobwebs can be brushed away. It's really something to see. But the gameplay is overly simple with puzzles that are all
too easy to complete. It's very story rich and a little overwordy at times. But sure is something to experience. I recommend it for
the breathtaking graphics alone.

"Don't forget the key!" (Insert insane laugh here). Play it and you'll understand.... I will summarize this game in 3 statements:

1: This game is really ♥♥♥♥ing hard.

2: This game is really ♥♥♥♥ing hard.

3: This game is really ♥♥♥♥ing hard!

And you know what, I'll add a fourth.

4: THIS GAME IS REALLY ♥♥♥♥ING HARD!!!

But it's also very fun even if it's hard.. So I bought this after watching videos and reading reviews, and I was still very
disappointed. As far as the physics are concerned it was ok at best. Honestly wasn't anything to brag about, didn't seem to handle
like a real kart to me, it would understeer heavily with any use of the brake and oversteer heavily with any use of the throttle,
from my real world experience this isn't necessarily the case, but in the real world, you can change certain things about the kart
and it will handle differently.
This is where problems begin. There is no setup options at all, you just get the kart as is, with whatever default tire pressures,
etc, that the game has coded, and your stuck with it. You can't really advertise a game as a sim with no setup options... But i
digress. It gets worse. unless you just want to hotlap, which in that case you should just buy Kart Racer Pro since it has setups
and such, you can race Multiplayer, which i was unable to find a race going during primetime on US east coast, or race with AI.
The AI are awful though. I had them on max difficulty and after 15 minutes of playing the game I was able to place 1st
whenever I could actually make it through the onslaught of awful AI driving. It's not just that they weren't fast, but they also
showed zero awareness of their surroundings, they would ignore the existence of other AI and of the player, and just wreck into
you. It just was not fun for me at all. I restarted at least 35 times in the 75 minutes I played it, and immediately after watching a
few replays to make sure it wasn't my driving I requested refund.

So to summarize this is a kart racing "simulator" which has no setup options for the kart and also no damage model or crash
animations, terrible AI both competitively and spatially, an empty MP scene, Does not support TrackIr or any other 3rd party
race apps such as fanaleds or crew chief. And lastly because of all of those things combined it just was not fun for me.

The graphics and sound were great, the replay camera was great and the game has solid potential, but I guess at this point in
development it just isn't up to spec as far as what I consider to be a racing sim. I may come back and buy this laster on in
development but I just couldn't give up $20 for something i didn't enjoy at all.
. I LOVE THE GAME BUT it lags what graphis do you put it on if your on laptop. The game itself is decent, but after playing
for about 8 hours the game file got corrupted and I can't go on. After loading the game it crahes ("Too many threads"). I think I
won't start over again.
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